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Restaurant Daily Deals: Customers’ Responses to Social Couponing
Abstract
A survey of 931 U.S. consumers finds that those who have purchased daily deals from a casual dining,
fast-casual, or quick-service restaurant are not noticeably different in behavior or attitudes from those
who have not done so. One difference in attitudes provides insight into those who purchase social
coupons: they like to be “market mavens,” who stay on the cusp of market trend and price information.
Those who purchased daily deals were significantly more likely to be younger, be married, and have a
higher income than non-purchasers. On balance, the study indicated that the benefits of offering a social
coupon seem to outweigh the disadvantages. Many of the potential concerns about offering a social
coupon, including poor tipping, overwhelming the staff, and customer disloyalty, are not substantiated.
There was some evidence of cannibalization, as 44 percent of those using a social coupon reported being
frequent customers, but the coupons also brought back infrequent customers and attracted a substantial
percentage of new customers. Most critically, many of the new and infrequent customers said they would
return to the restaurant and pay regular prices, as well as recommend the restaurant to friends. New
customers in particular would not have tried the restaurant without the daily deal offer. All customer
groups said they considered the restaurant to be a good value, even without the discount offer.
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Restaurant Daily Deals:
Customers’ Responses to Social Couponing
by Sheryl Kimes and Utpal Dholakia

A

Executive Summary

survey of 931 U.S. consumers finds that those who have purchased daily deals from a
casual dining, fast-casual, or quick-service restaurant are not noticeably different in
behavior or attitudes from those who have not done so. One difference in attitudes
provides insight into those who purchase social coupons: they like to be “market
mavens,” who stay on the cusp of market trend and price information. Those who purchased daily deals
were significantly more likely to be younger, be married, and have a higher income than non-purchasers.
On balance, the study indicated that the benefits of offering a social coupon seem to outweigh the
disadvantages. Many of the potential concerns about offering a social coupon, including poor tipping,
overwhelming the staff, and customer disloyalty, are not substantiated. There was some evidence of
cannibalization, as 44 percent of those using a social coupon reported being frequent customers, but
the coupons also brought back infrequent customers and attracted a substantial percentage of new
customers. Most critically, many of the new and infrequent customers said they would return to the
restaurant and pay regular prices, as well as recommend the restaurant to friends. New customers in
particular would not have tried the restaurant without the daily deal offer. All customer groups said
they considered the restaurant to be a good value, even without the discount offer.
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Restaurant Daily Deals:
Customers’ Responses to Social Couponing
by Sheryl Kimes and Utpal Dholakia

O

ver the past year, restaurant operators report that they have been inundated with
sales pitches from social coupon companies to run daily deals for their customers.
With the rising popularity of social couponing, restaurateurs in many categories
are considering the benefits and concerns connected to group discount promotions.
On the plus side, daily deals can help restaurants to fill unused capacity and to introduce new customers
to the restaurant. On the negative side, the steep discounts usually included in daily deals may encourage
deal seekers to patronize the restaurant in such numbers that full-paying regulars are displaced during
busy periods, or regular customers may be tempted to use the discount offer, thereby cannibalizing
existing business. Other issues surrounding daily deals include the possible negative effects on service
resulting from increased volume and on employee morale based on the perception that daily deal
customers are “cheap” and will tip poorly.1

1 Other service businesses face similar issues, as explained in: Chekitan S. Dev, Laura Winter Falk, and Laure Mougeot Stroock, “To Groupon or Not to
Groupon: A Tour Operator’s Dilemma,” Cornell Hospitality Reports, Vol. 11, No. 19 (November 2011); Cornell Center for Hospitality Research.
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Given the interest in daily deals promotions, we wanted
to specifically investigate customers’ attitudes toward daily
deals. In this study, we surveyed consumers to find out which
ones use restaurant daily deals, what they think about such
deals, how they use them, and whether they intend to return
to the restaurant in the future. Other than a few proprietary
studies on daily deal use,2 to our knowledge, no published research on customer response to restaurant daily deals yet exists. The results of this study should prove useful to restaurant
operators in their decision making regarding whether, when,
and how to offer a daily deal.
In this report, we will first review the major daily deal
sites popular in the restaurant industry followed by a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of daily deals. We
will then provide a brief review of the relevant literature on
daily deals and coupons. Subsequently, we will describe our
customer survey and present the results. We will conclude
with a discussion of how restaurant operators can use the
results of our survey.

Restaurant Daily Deal Companies
There are two basic types of daily deal sites that offer
restaurant industry promotions: generic sites such as
Groupon and Living Social, and restaurant-focused daily
deal sites such as OpenTable Spotlight, Restaurant.com,
and Savored.3 Although the deal structure varies by site,
the majority of offers are discount promotions for some
percentage reduction from a stated price (usually 40- to
50-percent off). Additionally, some daily deal sites allow
restaurants to set restrictions on when the offer can be used,
automatically include a gratuity on the full (non-discounted)
amount of the bill, and require a minimum expenditure
over the face value of the deal. Such restrictions can help a
restaurant operator better manage when daily deal customers
2 “Technomic Finds Online Daily Restaurant Deals Driving Positive

Consumer Behavior” http://www.technomic.com/Pressroom/Releases/
dynRelease_Detail.php?rUID=97; viewed August 14, 2011; and Larry Freed,
“New Data: Groupon & Living Social Bring New Customers (and Existing
Ones),” http://www.freedyourmind.com/freed_your_mind/2011/06/newdata-groupon-and-living-social-bring-new-customers.html; viewed August
15, 2011.
3 For a thorough review of the daily deal industry, please see Erik
Eliason,Yohanes Frezgi, and Fatima Khan, “Daily Deals White Paper:
Understanding the Industry Dynamics of Daily Deals and Implications for
Merchants and Consumers,” Harvard Business School (2010), http://www.
slideshare.net/HackStartups/group-buying-white-paper; viewed August
27, 2011; Rip Empson, “Yipit’s Daily Deal Report: Industry Revenue Dips,
Groupon Gains Share, And Travel Deal Takes Off,” TechCrunch (2011),
http://techcrunch.com/2011/08/25/yipits-daily-deal-report-grouponup-livingsocial-down-travel-deals-take-off/; viewed August 28, 2011; Jim
Sullivan, “Get the Most Out of Group Discounts,” Nation's Restaurant News,
(2011). http://www.nrn.com/article/get-most-out-group-discounts; viewed
August 14, 2011; and Brad Tuttle, “How Coupons Became Cool,” Time,
http://moneyland.time.com/2011/06/06/how-the-coupon-lost-its-dorkypenny-pinching-stigma/; viewed August 16, 2011.
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dine at the restaurant, but such restrictions also risk
decreasing the offer’s appeal for consumers.
In a study of 22,000 shoppers from the top 100 online
retailers,4 Freed found that 51 percent of the respondents
had used Groupon; 24 percent, Living Social; 14 percent,
Google Offers; 10 percent, Woot!; and 7 percent had used
one of several other daily deal sites. About one-third (35%)
reported that they had never purchased a daily deal. About
two-thirds of the respondents who had purchased a daily
deal were enrolled in at least one daily deal email subscription program.
While Freed’s research is not specific to the restaurant
industry, the demographics of restaurant daily deal users is
likely to be similar. Daily deal users tend to be between 25
and 44 years old (average of 43% across all daily deal sites),
have an income between $50,000 and $100,000 per year
(38%), and be predominantly female (59%).5

Potential Advantages and Disadvantages of
Daily Deal Sites
As we mentioned at the outset, daily deals have advantages
and disadvantages. The advantages include:
•

Incremental customers. Daily deal companies promise to bring in additional customers who may return
to the restaurant in the future. A recent Technomic
consumer study indicated that 48 percent of daily
deal purchasers were new customers, while Freed’s
consumer study put that number at 35 percent.6 In an
earlier study of businesses that had offered daily deals,
coauthor Utpal Dholakia found that about 80 percent
of coupon customers were new.7

•

Increased revenue and profit. Given the increase in
traffic, daily deal sites may help increase revenue and
profit. Just over half (55.5%) of businesses surveyed
in the Dholakia study reported that they made money
on the daily deal, and 48.1 percent stated that they
would participate in a daily deal promotion again in
the future. However, restaurant operators were not as
satisfied with the performance of daily deals. The percentage reporting that the daily deal was profitable for
them dropped to 43.6 percent, and only 35.9 percent
said they would use this type of promotion again in
the future.

4 Freed, op.cit.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid.; and Technomic, op.cit..
7 Utpal Dholakia, “What Makes Groupon Promotions Profitable for

Businesses?,” Rice University Working Paper (2011), http://papers.ssrn.
com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1790414; viewed July 7, 2011.
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•

Exposure. Daily deal sites can also serve as a marketing
tool to help restaurants increase customer awareness
of their business. For example, in a case study on the
adoption of a Groupon promotion at a start-up catering
company, the authors found that the exposure benefits
of the Groupon promotion lasted well after the promotion ended.8

The possible disadvantages include:
•

Cost. Many operators have expressed concerns about
the costs associated with daily deals. Although the
largest variable cost for a restaurant is the food cost
(typically about 30%), personnel costs could increase if
business picks up, and administrative costs associated
with the daily deal could also play a role. Equally important, daily deal sites take a significant share of revenue—
usually 30 to 50 percent of the face value of the deal.

•

Cannibalization. If frequent customers take advantage
of the daily deal, the restaurant may be cannibalizing
its regular customers who would have eaten at the restaurant and paid the full amount anyway. Studies have
indicated that the percentage of daily deal users who
are already frequent customers ranges from 30 to 40
percent.9

•

Displacement. If a large number of daily deal purchasers decide to use their voucher during a busy period,
regular customers who pay full price may be displaced.

•

Employee frustration. Employees are often concerned
that coupon and daily deal users are likely to be “dealseekers” who will fail to tip on the gross amount of the
bill (and just tip on the discounted check).10 Dholakia’s
research has found that the most important factor driving daily deal profitability is how satisfied employees are
with the promotion.11

8 Utpal Dholakia and Gur Tsabar, “A Start-Ups Experience with Running
a Groupon Promotion,” Rice University Working Paper (2011), http://papers.ssrn.com/col3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1828003; viewed July 8, 2011;
and Dholakia (2011), loc.cit.
9 Technomic, op.cit., and Dholakia, 2011, loc.cit.
10 Mark Brandeau, “Group Deal Gamble,” Nation’s Restaurant News,

(2011), http://www.nrn.com/article/group-deal-gamble; viewed August 28,
2011; and Hannah Howard, “Served: The Restaurant Coupon Invasion,”
Serious Eats (2011), http://www.seriouseats.com/2011/05/served-therestaurant-coupon-invasion.html; viewed August 14, 2011
11 Utpal Dholakia, “How Businesses Fare with Daily Deals: A Multi-Site

Analysis of Groupon, LivingSocial, OpenTable, Travelzoo, and BuyWithMe Promotions,” Rice University Working Paper (2010), http://ssrn.
com/abstract=1863466; viewed November 23, 2010; and Utpal Dholakia,
“Why Unhappy Employees Can Wreck Promotional Offers,” Harvard Business Review, 2011, http://hbr.org/2011/01/why-employees-can-wreckpromotional-offers/ar/1; viewed July 7, 2011.
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•

Brand equity erosion. Offering a daily deal may cause
customers to think less of the restaurant because of
its use of discounts, leading to an erosion of its brand
image.12

•

Poor customer match. Deal-seekers attracted by daily
deals coupons may be disproportionately sensitive to
price and would fail to appreciate the restaurant’s value
proposition. Such customers rarely spend beyond the
deal’s face value or return in the future.13

Coupon Studies
Promotions and coupons have been widely studied by academics, but since daily deal sites are still fairly new, limited
research exists on this particular form of price promotion.14
However, we see several concepts from the coupon and
promotions literature as being relevant to the study of daily
deals. Among these are consumers’ response to coupons, impulsive purchase behavior, relational orientation, and market
maven behavior.
Coupon-responsive behavior: Consumers who purchase daily deal offers may simply be the type of customers
who seek to use coupons for their purchases. Research has
shown that consumers who are value conscious are more
likely to use coupons.15 Such consumers, referred to as “coupon prone” often use coupons as a sign of a good deal and
may not even consider the cost savings.16 Coupon prone is
defined as a higher chance of redeeming a coupon because
it makes consumers feel better about their purchase. Value
consciousness is related to customers who want to pay lower
prices for a product or service given a certain level of quality.
We predict that daily deal purchasers will be more coupon-responsive than non-users and will show both higher
coupon proneness and higher value consciousness.
Impulsive purchasing behavior: Daily deal users may
also be less impulsive in their buying behavior than nonusers. Impulsive buying is defined as a customer tendency to
purchase things in a spontaneous manner without necessarily thinking of why the item is being purchased. Simi12 Brandeau, op.cit.; Sullivan, op.cit.
13 Brandeau, op.cit.; Howard, op.cit.; Sullivan, op.cit.
14 Please see Dholakia, 2010, op.cit.; Dholakia, 2011, op.cit.; and Benjamin Edelman, Sonia Jaffe, and Scott Duke Kominers, “To Groupon or
Not to Groupon: The Profitability of Deep Discounts,” Harvard Business
School Working Paper (2010), http://www.slideshare.net/foodsho/togroupon-or-not, viewed July 23, 2011.
15 Donald R. Lichtenstein, Richard G. Netemeyer and Scot Burton, “Distinguishing Coupon Proneness from Value Consciousness: An Acquisition-Transaction Utility Theory Perspective,” Journal of Marketing, 54(3),
54-67, (1990).
16 Valarie A. Zeithaml, “Consumer Perceptions of Price, Quality, and

Value: A Means-End Model and Synthesis of Evidence,” Journal of Marketing, 52 (July 1988), pp. 2-22.
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larly, daily deal users may also be more conscious of their
spending than non-users. Rick et al. introduced a scale to
measure customers’ spending consciousness, the TightwadSpendthrift scale.17 This ranks customers on an 11-point
scale in which 1 = tightwad and 11 = spendthrift.
We predict that daily deal users will be less impulsive
shoppers and that they will be more likely to be spendthrifts
than non-users.
Market maven: Feick and Price examined a type of customer consider themselves as a good source of information
about new products and services.18 They called this customer
type Market Mavens, who enjoy introducing new brands
and products to their friends. We predict that daily deal
users will have a higher likelihood of being a Market Maven
than non-users.
Relational orientation: Daily deal users have been accused of being fickle and only loyal to the next deal.19 Offsetting that fickle tendency is customer loyalty. Customers with
a higher relational orientation like to be loyal to companies
that treat them well.20 We predict that daily deal users will
have a lower relational orientation than non-users.

Survey Results
We conducted an online survey of U.S. adults who had
purchased a restaurant daily deal within the past 3 months.
We set that three-month limit for respondents because we
were concerned that people might not clearly remember
something that had occurred before that time. For the sake
of comparison we also surveyed samples of U.S. adults who
had never purchased a restaurant daily deal and those who
had purchased a deal, but not in the previous three months.
Working with a well-respected survey panel company to
obtain our sample, we conducted our survey in August
2011, and received a total of 931 responses. Approximately
one-third (31%) of respondents who started the survey had
purchased a daily deal. Since the focus of our research was
on daily deal users, we used a quota sample to be sure that
about two-thirds of our sample had purchased a restaurant
daily deal and one-third had not done so.
The respondents were fairly equally split between males
and females (45% to 55%). About half of the respondents
were 45 years of age or older (18-24, 9%; 25-34, 22%; 35 – 44,
17%; 45 – 54, 22%; 55-64, 19% and 65 or older, 11%). The
majority (59%) of subjects were married and about two17 Scott I. Rick, Cynthia E. Cryder and George Loewenstein, “Tightwads
and Spendthrifts,” Journal of Consumer Research, 34:6 (2008), 767-782.
18 Lawrence F. Feick and Linda L. Price, “The Market Maven: A Diffuser
of Marketplace Information,” Journal of Marketing, 51:1 (1987), 83-97.
19 Brandeau, op.cit.; Howard, op.cit.; and Sullivan, op.cit.

20 Utpal Dholakia,. “How Customer Self-Determination Influences Re-

lational Marketing Outcomes: Evidence from Longitudinal Field Studies,”
Journal of Marketing Research. 43, 1 (2006): 109-120.
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Exhibit 1

Respondents’ demographic profile
Gender

Non-Users

Users

57/43%

54/46%

Non-Users

Users

18-24

5.1%

10.7%

25-34

13.4%

26.1%

35-44

16.6%

16.9%

Female/Male
Age

45-54

23.9%

21.3%

55-64

25.5%

15.9%

65+

15.6%

9.1%

Non-Users

Users

Single

25.2%

27.4%

Married

55.1%

61.4%

Widowed

4.5%

2.3%

Divorced

15.3%

8.9%

Income

Non-Users

Users

<$25K

24.2%

15.1%

$25 - 50K

32.2%

25.2%

$50 - 75K

22.0%

23.4%

$75 - 100k

14%

16%

$100 - 150K

4.5%

14%

$150K+

2.9%

7%

Location

Non-Users

Users

Urban

18.5%

26.9%

Suburban

43.6%

53.6%

Small town

18.2%

8.5%

Rural

19.7%

10.7%

Non-Users

Users

0

68.8%

60.9%

1

15.3%

18.5%

2+

16.0%

20.7%

Marital Status

Number of Children

thirds (64%) had no children at home. About two-thirds had
a family income below $75,000 per year, while 18 percent
had an income of over $100,000 per year. The majority of
respondents lived in an urban or suburban area (urban, 24%;
suburban, 50%).
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Exhibit 2

Exhibit 3

Type of restaurant visited

Restaurant customers’ dining party

50%

60%

45%
50%

40%
35%

40%

30%
25%

30%

20%
20%

15%
10%

10%

5%
0
Quick service Fast casual

0

Casual	Upscale casual Fine dining

Spouse or partner

Family	No one

Friends

Exhibit 4

How restaurant was chosen
60%
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Demographic Profile

Daily Deal Experience

Daily deal users were significantly more likely to be younger,
be married, have a higher income, and live in an urban or
suburban area.21 There were no significant differences in
usage by gender or by the number of children in the household (Exhibit 1).

We used a recall method in which we asked respondents to
describe the last restaurant daily deal they had purchased.
After they described the daily deal they had purchased, we
asked a variety of questions about their experience with the
daily deal.
Type of restaurant: About half (47%) of the daily deal
offers purchased were for casual restaurants with another

21 We used one-way ANOVA to analyze the data. All results reported as
significant were statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level.
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Exhibit 5

Exhibit 7

Number of deals purchased in prior twelve months

Tip behavior (based on check size)

40%

100%

35%

90%

30%

80%

25%

70%

20%

60%

15%

50%

10%

40%

5%

30%

0

20%
1-2

3-4

5-6

7-8

9-10

11+
10%

Exhibit 6

0

Patronage status at daily deal restaurant

Frequent patron 	Infrequent patron	New patron
Full check 	Net check	No tip	Other calculation

Infrequent
customer
34%

New
customer
22%

Frequent
customer
44%
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third (32%) for quick-service or fast-casual restaurants. Only
6 percent of the daily deals purchased were for fine-dining
restaurants (Exhibit 2).
Who they went with: Most respondents were accompanied by their family (52%) or spouse or partner (15%). Only
12 percent went with friends (Exhibit 3).
How they chose the restaurant: The most common
reason given for choosing a particular restaurant was past experience (53%), followed by convenient location (40%), the
availability of a promotion (38%), and price (32%) (Exhibit
4).
Number of deals purchased during the past year:
About two-thirds of the respondents had purchased between
one and four restaurant daily deals in the previous year.
Thirty-five percent recalled purchasing one or two deals and
30 percent had purchased three or four coupons. About 7
percent had purchased more than ten restaurant daily deal
promotions (Exhibit 5).
Relationship with the restaurant: Only 22 percent of
the respondents said that they were new customers. About 44
percent of respondents were already frequent customers, and
the remaining 34 percent had been to the restaurant before,
but did not consider themselves regular customers (Exhibit
6). Based on these percentages, in our analysis we refer to
these customer groups as “new,” “frequent,” and “infrequent.”
Tipping: One of the concerns raised regarding daily
deal customers is that they may tip on the net amount of
11

the check rather than the full value or amount before the
discount. Our results provide evidence that this fear is
unfounded, particularly for new customers.22 In this tipping analysis, we eliminated quick-service and fast-casual
restaurants to avoid confounding data. A healthy percentage
of the remaining customers reported that they tipped on the
full value amount of the deal. We found that new customers
were significantly more likely to tip on the full amount of the
bill (87.7%), followed by frequent customers (85.3%) and
infrequent customers (83.1%) (Exhibit 7).

Exhibit 8

Frequency of dining out
35%

Daily deal user
Non user

30%

Frequency of Dining Out

25%
20%

Regardless of the type of restaurant, daily deal users were
significantly more likely than non-users to patronize a
restaurant, whether for lunch or dinner. Over half (54.7%)
of daily deal users went out for lunch or dinner at least once
a week, while only about one-third (34.9%) of respondents

15%
10%
5%

22 Note, however, that because this is a survey of customers, there is an

issue of social desirability of responses in the sense that respondents may
be less likely to admit that they tipped poorly or not at all when using the
daily deal even if they did so. As such, this result should be treated as a
preliminary result indicative of the customer’s side of the tipping story.

0
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Exhibit 9

Respondents’ awareness and use of daily deal sites
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Exhibit 10

Daily deal sites’ “heart share”
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who had not purchased a daily deal reported that kind of
patronage frequency. Respondents who dined out more frequently purchased significantly more daily deals (Exhibit 8).

Daily Deal Sites Used
We asked respondents to indicate their level of awareness and use of eleven different daily deal sites. Nearly all
respondents (94.2%) were aware of Groupon, and substantial percentages knew about Restaurant.com (82.7%),
Living Social (79.5%), and TravelZoo (54.1%). Less than
half of respondents were familiar with Gilt City, OpenTable,
BuyWithMe, Blackboard Eats, Daily Candy, ScoutMob, or
EverSave. We also asked respondents which of these sites
they had used. Groupon was the most frequently used site
(79.8% of respondents), followed by TravelZoo (57.5%) and
Restaurant.com (50.5%) (Exhibit 9).
We also asked respondents to tell us which of the daily
deal sites was their favorite. This gave us a “heart share”
metric for each site, which we define as the proportion of
the respondents who designate the daily deal site as their
favorite. Groupon has by far the largest heart share, at 42.3,
which is more than twice as much as the next daily deal
site, Restaurant.com (16.9). Interestingly, the heart share of
LivingSocial is relatively small, at just 7.4 (or just over onesixth the value of Groupon), followed by OpenTable (6.3)
and eversave (5.4). (Exhibit 10).
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Exhibit 11

Statements used for restaurant daily deal
evaluation
1

During my visit, I was treated like a second class citizen
because I used the daily deal.

2

I spent more at this restaurant than I usually spend for a
meal when eating out.

3

I would (not) have gone to this restaurant had it not
offered the daily deal.

4

I will recommend this restaurant to my family and friends.

5

The fact that this restaurant offered a daily deal makes
me think less of it.

6

I intend to visit this restaurant again in the future even if
I have to pay full price.

7

I ordered more items than I usually do because I was
using the daily deal.

8

I intend to visit this restaurant again only if it offers a
daily deal.

9

This restaurant would be a good value even without the
daily deal.

10

Overall, I was very satisfied with my dining experience at
this restaurant.

Daily Deal Evaluation
Respondents were then presented with ten statements
about their daily deal experience (see Exhibit 11) and asked
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Exhibit 12

Exhibit 14

Spending and ordering behavior

Cannibalization and new customers
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Exhibit 13

Perception of service experience
7

New
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1
Second class

Think less

to indicate their level of agreement (1 = strongly disagree,
7 = strongly agree). The wording for new customers was
changed slightly to reflect the fact that they had not been to
the restaurant before. We then compared the responses of
the new customers, the frequent customers, and the infrequent customers.
14

1

New
Infrequent
Frequent

Would have gone without the deal	Visited without the deal

Spending and ordering behavior: Overall, the respondents reported that they spent and ordered about the
same as they usually did. However, frequent customers were
significantly more likely to spend more than usual (4.20), as
compared to infrequent customers (3.70) and new customers (3.63). In addition, frequent customers were significantly
more likely to order more than usual (4.43), as compared
to infrequent customers (3.63) or new customers (3.92)
(Exhibit 12).
Service experience: Since there has been discussion
about whether daily deal users are treated as well as fullpaying guests, we asked respondents about their dining
experience, asking them to indicate whether they were
treated like second-class customers or whether the fact that
the restaurant offered a daily deal caused them to think less
of the restaurant. Neither of these concerns proved to be an
issue. As a whole, respondents did not feel that they were
treated like second-class customers (frequent customers,
2.81; infrequent customers, 2.05; new customers, 2.15) nor
did the fact they had received a discount make them think
less of the restaurant (frequent customers, 2.62; infrequent
customers, 1.76; new customers, 1.79) (Exhibit 13).
Cannibalization and new customers: Respondents
were asked whether they would have gone to the restaurant
without the daily deal. On balance, respondents were still
likely to visit the restaurant even if it had not offered the
daily deal (Frequent, 4.36; Infrequent, 4.39; New, 4.25) (Exhibit 14). Frequent customers were significantly more likely
to go even without the promotion (5.17) than infrequent
The Center for Hospitality Research • Cornell University

Exhibit 15

Exhibit 16

Satisfaction with restaurant
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Exhibit 17

Reasons for not using a daily deal
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customers (4.41). New customers were unlikely to have gone
to the restaurant without the daily deal (2.98).
Satisfaction: There were no significant differences in
satisfaction levels among the different frequency groups,
and respondents were quite satisfied with their experience
during the visit when they redeemed the daily deal (frequent,
5.96; infrequent, 5.84; new, 5.84). Frequent customers were
significantly more likely to consider the restaurant to be a
good value even without the daily deal (5.37) than infrequent (4.89) or new customers (4.52) (Exhibit 15).
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Behavioral intentions: Respondents in all three groups
were equally likely to recommend the restaurant to friends
(frequent, 5.71; infrequent, 5.58; new, 5.41) and said they
would return to the restaurant even if they paid full price
(frequent, 5.64; infrequent, 5.22; new, 4.87) (Exhibit 16).

No Deal
We asked the respondents who had never purchased a
restaurant daily deal why they had not done so. The most
frequent reasons were that they did not know about them
15

Exhibit 18

Scale items used
Construct

Cronbach’s
Alpha

Items

I often buy things impulsively.
Buying
Impulsiveness

I buy things according to how I feel at the moment.

.848

“Buy now, think about it later” describes me.
Sometimes I am a bit reckless about what I buy.

TightwadSpendthrift Scale

Which of the following descriptions fits you better (1 = tightwad, 11 = spendthrift)
I like helping people by providing them with information about many kinds of products.

Market Maven

My friends think of me as a good source of information when it comes to new products or services.

.868

I like introducing new brands and products to my friends.
Relational
Orientation
Value
Consciousness
Coupon
Proneness

When I find a brand I like, I tend to remain loyal to it for a long time.
I like to develop long-term relationships with products and brands I like.
I am loyal to companies that treat me well.
When purchasing a product, I always try to maximize the quality I get for the money I spend.
When I buy products or services, I like to be sure I am getting my money’s worth.
I enjoy using coupons regardless of the amount I save by doing so.
I am more likely to buy brands for which I have a coupon.

.690

Coupons have caused me to buy products that I normally would not buy.
(46%), that they had never thought of it (28%), and that
daily deals were not available in their area. Even though
some writers in food blogs have said they would feel guilty
about using such a coupon because of the potential negative
impact on the restaurant, only 2 percent of our respondents
avoided using daily deals because they were bad for the business and none felt guilty about using them (Exhibit 17).

Buying impulsiveness
7
6

Factors Driving Choice

5
4
3
2

16

.839

I always check prices at the grocery store to be sure I am getting the best value for the money I spend.

Exhibit 19

1

.832

Deal non-user

Deal user

We also wanted to see what customer personality traits were
associated with daily deal purchase. Respondents were presented with seventeen different statements about six different
characteristics and asked to indicate their level of agreement
with each on a 7-point scale (as shown in Exhibit 18).
Buying impulsiveness is a consumer’s tendency to buy
spontaneously, unreflectively, and immediately. Contrary to
our expectations, daily deal purchasers were likely to have a
higher buying impulsiveness than non-daily deal purchasers. Daily deal users’ buying impulsiveness was 3.61 on the
7-point scale, on which non-users averaged 3.40 (Exhibit 19).
Looking at the 11-point Tightwad-Spendthrift scale, 1
indicates difficulty spending money (Tightwad), while 11
signifies difficulty controlling spending (Spendthrift). We
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Exhibit 22

Spendthrift-Tightwad Scale
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Exhibit 23

Market Maven Scale
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found no significant differences between users (5.96) and
non-users (5.73) in terms of spending patterns (Exhibit 20).
Our assumption about deal buyers’ wish to be on top
of market and price information proved to be correct. Daily
deal users were significantly more likely to be a market maven (4.93) than non-users (4.26) (Exhibit 21).
On the other hand, our prediction about loyalty was
not supported. Daily deal users have been accused of being
fickle and only loyal to the next deal, but our results show
that this is not the case. There was no significant difference
in relational orientation between users (5.36) and non-users
(5.29) (Exhibit 22).
We proposed that daily deal users would have higher
value consciousness and coupon propensity than non-users.
This was a split verdict. There were no significant differences
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1

Non-user
User

	Value consciousness

Coupon propensity

between the two groups in value consciousness (users, 5.69;
non-users, 5.62), but daily deal users had a higher propensity to use coupons (users, 4.85; non-users, 4.32) (Exhibit 23).

Implications
Based on our results, it seems that daily deals help generate
new customers who are satisfied with their experience, likely
to return to the restaurant, and likely to recommend it to
their friends. We also found that daily deal users were not
necessarily “cheap” and unlikely to tip on the full amount
and that daily deal users were no less likely to be loyal than
non-users.
New customers and cannibalization: Although some
cannibalization of existing customers may be occurring, our
results clearly show that daily deals bring in new customers.

17

While 44 percent of the daily deal purchasers in our sample
were already regular customers, the other 56 percent of
respondents were either new (22%) or infrequent customers
(34%) of the restaurant where they used the daily deal.
Intent to return and recommend: Two particularly
hopeful findings are that the new customers were unlikely to
have gone to the restaurant without the daily deal (2.97), but
were likely to visit the restaurant again even if the restaurant
did not offer another deal (4.86). These new patrons also
were inclined to recommend the restaurant to their friends
(5.47). Not surprisingly, frequent and infrequent customers
were likely to have gone to the restaurant even without the
daily deal (frequent, 5.18; infrequent, 4.52), and they also
were likely to return to the restaurant even without a daily
deal (frequent, 5.65; infrequent, 5.39) and recommend the
restaurant to their friends (frequent, 5.88; infrequent, 5.76).
Satisfaction: Daily deal users, regardless of their previous customer status, were quite satisfied with their experience and also thought that the restaurant they patronized
was a good value even without the daily deal. Given that
customer satisfaction has been linked to a firm’s profitability, customer satisfaction of this type may lead to increased
restaurant revenue.

Overstated Concerns
In summary, let’s specifically address the concerns about
daily deal sites that we tested. Our results show that some of
the concerns may be overstated.
Cannibalization: Given that 44 percent of the respondents were already frequent customers of the restaurant, we
can conclude that some cannibalization may be occurring
among these customers, since they said that they were likely
to go to the restaurant, deal or no deal. Consequently, for
a daily deal to be profitable, this possible cannibalization
must be offset against any incremental revenue that may be
generated from the new customers, plus stepped-up patronage from infrequent customers. Fortunately, we have strong
indication that the deal did attract new customers and also
brought back infrequent patrons.
Brand equity: Our results did not support the concern
that customers may think less of a restaurant if it offers a
daily deal. To the contrary, respondents offered favorable
comments about the restaurant and their dining experience.
Also not supported was the idea that daily deal users would
feel like they are treated like second-class citizens.
Customer type attracted: The “deal seeker” concern
also was not supported. This involves the concern that daily
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deals only attract deal-seekers who will not return to the restaurant if they do not get a discount similar to the one that
attracted them in the first place. Again, our results showed
that these fears may be overstated. Instead, the new and
infrequent customers whom we surveyed stated that they
could see the value offered by the restaurant with normal
pricing, and they were likely to return to the restaurant even
if they had to pay the full bill.
On average, daily deal users were just as value conscious
as non-users, but they were no more likely to be “tightwads”
than non-users. One difference we did notice in terms of
spending patterns is that daily deal users tend to be more
impulsive as buyers. We infer that restaurants may be able to
create successful opportunities for suggestive selling, which
benefits both the customer (who receives even greater value
from the experience) and the restaurant (which boosts average check).
Another common concern, namely that daily deal users
will fail to tip appropriately also may be overstated, particularly for new customers. We found that about 85 percent of
all customers surveyed reported that they tipped on the full
amount of the bill rather than the discounted amount. Moreover, new customers were significantly more likely to tip on
the full amount of the check than were infrequent guests
(most of whom nevertheless also tipped on the full bill).
However, we caution that this is a self-report that should be
confirmed by further research.
Finally, some operators believe that daily deal users are
fickle and will only have loyalty to the next deal. Our results
showed that there was no significant difference in this regard
between daily deal users and non-users. This implies that
both daily deal users and non-users may exhibit similar
loyalty patterns.
In conclusion, although we cannot recommend that
a restaurateur use daily deals or avoid using them, we can
say that many of the non-economic concerns are overstated.
Based on this study, it appears that daily deal customers are
not all that different from regular customers, except that
they like to try new things and they appreciate a deal. These
customers like to feel that they are ahead of the curve on
market trends, and once you have provided them with good
value, they will be just as loyal as other customer groups.
Thus, it seems fair to say that a well designed coupon deal
will benefit both the restaurant operator and customer. Our
next study will examine the experience of restaurant operators with daily deal–type promotions. n
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